McKinley Royal Hawaiians Will Be Accorded Triple Welcome By State Students
Assemblyman Cottrell And Walter Bachrouth Tentatively Scheduled As Rally Speakers, Stage Program

McKinley's Royal Hawaiians, plus nine other nationalities which comprise the colorful "Mick" football squad that meet the Spartans here Saturday, will be accorded a royal welcome according to the elaborate plans of the rally committee.

In fact, the "Micks," whose team with the DeGrootmen is expected to produce the most diversified and spectacular game ever put on in this city, will get three welcomes Friday night, before the first- and second-matined ships which the island pigskinners will be introduced to the student body at 11:30 a.m. in Morris Hall auditorium, where Superintendent of Schools Walter Bachrouth and Assemblyman C. C. Cottrell are tentatively scheduled as rally speakers, who said requests of the Daily to help him find new talent.

Musicians, he desires, and a girl vocalist. Anyone approaching those specifications is cordially invited to get in touch with Thurlow either on the campus or by telephoning Ballard 9028 M.

Fraternity Plans Fall Initiation

Preparing to celebrate the twentieth anniversary of The Delta Phi, honor fraternity, members of the oldest men's organization on the campus are now Occupied in redecorating and improving the Tower.

A meeting to discuss plans for the November initiation of new members will be held Friday night, according to Grand Master Earl Pomroy.

Officers of the fraternity for this year are: Earl Pomroy, Grand Master; Bob Hiatt, Magistrate; Ervin DeLorme, Assistant Grand Master; George Downey, secretary; Cal Sides; chairman of student activities; and David Williams, chairman of hospitality. Elizabeth Simpson; chairman of social activities; and Robert Swigert, George Downey; chairman of game events; Cal Sides; chairman of student affairs; and David Williams, chairman of hospitality.

Dr. Holiday's First Play Accepted by Producer; Magazine Buys Story

Dr. Carl Holliday's first play, "The Boy the Pied Piper Forgot," which was recently accepted by the Mayfair Producing company of New York, was the first attempt in this line, tells how a lone boy, unable to keep up the pace of the other kids, saved the town from the DeGrootmen through the Pied Piper's sympathy for him.

"What We Pay for War," an article by Mr. Holliday appears in this month's issue of "Signs of the Times," while his short story, "The Awakening," was accepted in the last issue of the Progressive Farmer.

Allen Elected Head Of Pre-Legal Organization

Bruce Allen, a junior, and Donald DeMello were elected president, vice-president, and secretary respectively, at the first meeting of the Pre-Legal club of this quarter held last week.

The next meeting is scheduled for a week from next Monday at 11:30, with an as yet unannounced local attorney as speaker.
Just Among Ourselves

Note: This column is personal, however, and current and future students, faculty, and others are outsiders not required to make use of this material.

By Dr. T. W. MacQuarrie

I'll be frank about it: it's going to take more good citizenship than ever to keep the college comfortable for all of us. Make no mistake, it's a group of people anywhere who should need more good citizenship, good men and women should qualify. Our good citizenship here, our very life, will be reflected in the way we take care of a friendly base will reflect in better citizenship for the nation, and I don't care who he is who does his own thinking, would wish anybody to reflect his way. Just as the College, I've been able to make use of this material. The way to keep a college comfortable and satisfying, you know, and that is done, is by becoming a person who

Dont Be Cruel

I suppose there are students here who would like to know if they can have a smoke occasionally. I know a good many students are simply not getting enough to eat, and I suspect some of them would like a smoke occasionally, but can't afford it. You might have a little consideration for those poor devils. Can't you let them in the libraries. It will help pass through your straight gulps, straight news is the part of the world around you (in approved usage).

Said To Be Insane

If you go through the dick of the book and put on the right track around here. It is time that the college

A Break On Texts

I have to admit, that is a bit of a help to a tattering T.Q. Certainly, they make the smokers look comfortable, satisfying, you know, and that is done, is by becoming a person who

A Break On Texts

Books required for a course should be classified as either text books, or as a free book. A textbook automatically guarantees the buyer, that it will be used all through the three years, beginning with the time it is first used. Therefore, the student should be expected to purchase a book and be held responsible for the correct examination of the material appearing therein. A reference aid, the buyer will it be used the next time the course is given. Children should not hold the class for critical examination by their mates, as the copyrighted copies were on reserve in the library. Books could be purchased for from six cents up.

Where on Earth--The department should agree upon a text for the class for critical examination by the instructor, the text is approved for the use of the students, the library. Books should be purchased for from six cents up.

How To Be Neat

I repeat these three:

1. The value of time: Budget your time, careful consideration.
2. The value of appearance:
3. The value of character:

Maurice Ravel

Word comes to this country that Maurice Ravel, composer of the March of Time, has perished in a plane crash in Spain. He is said to have been killed in the crash, and Alexander Woollcott ridiculed. The power of the press is great, you imagine a good portion of the press on the job, and the greater part, gentlemen of the press who have proven under fire, and columnists, who have more or less

A Break On Texts

Somebody will pick up with a suggestion for a column to end all columns.

What Do You Think?

BY ARTHUR VON ZOOK

'Oh Mr. --', this is a tender

"... I just had an advisor tell me a few rules that...""Gosh that is swell,"" said the senior. "... I just had an advisor tell me a few rules that...""The monotonous repetitious, I suppose, is a lot of kidding. There have been a few experiences have made me realize that it may be taking the place of something worse. So I have no argument there. It's just housekeeping, that's all. I have been able to convince myself that cigarettes are no one at all. So it is not
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McKINLEY’S COLORFUL “MICKS” DUE TO FLASH HERE SATURDAY

PLAY IN FALL TENNIS MIXED DOUBLES MEET STARTS THIS FRIDAY

Fullback Spot Is Now Well Filled

TACKLES GOOD

The tackle situation looks to be a battle with Ford, Saunders and Graf working in the line. Perreira, Diamore and Hazman are going to make it tough in Portal when it comes to fighting it a battle, with Ford, Saunders and Graf.

Although bothered with a slight foot has kept him on the shelf up to now. But he is expected to play in the game Saturday.

TENNIS TEAM

The Froah will play the strong host of Indians to a mere 140. According to reports from any football team in the United States. McKinnies are going to make it tough on Portal when it comes to fighting it a battle, with Ford, Saunders and Graf.

Although bothered with a slight foot has kept him on the shelf up to now. But he is expected to play in the game Saturday.
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Cosmopolitan ‘Mick’ Team INCLUDES SIX TRICKY JAPANESE Gridiron Star Sensations

Six Japanese gridiron stars contribute to the color of the “League of Nations” football team from Hawaii, the McKinley “Micks,” who are invading the mainland to make the only Hawaiian gridiron appearance on the Coast this season, according to the San Jose State Spartans Saturday in Spartan Stadium.

Four of the young Nipponese, one backfield man and three linemen, are in the starting lineup of the team whose razzle-dazzle and daring attack makes the most intricate of Warner’s reverse look like a plain line fork.

One of the cogs in the intricate machinery of the “Micks” backfield is Richard Sasaki, the Japanese halfback ace of the four nationality quartet, composed of Korean fullback, a Filipino and a Chinese-Hawaiian who bars the signals.

Among the thousands of Nipponese football fans who are expected to view the sensational antics of the polishers here against the powerful Spartans, conference champs of last season, the line play of two representatives of the land of the Rising Sun, Toshio Emomoto and Juji Kanzoehs, will be un-noticed.

Both boys held down first string berths during last year, and make their lack of size by their fecocity of play. Emomoto is the smallest man on the squad, being as high as he is wide, for he weighs 150 and is only five feet one-half inch in height.

Kanzoehs, the other pony guard, is a halfback, and in fortification in the line above a two-year veteran of the team, the 175 pound Yoshimoto Mitsuaka, a steady tackler who rounds out the other quartet of Nipponese starters in the game.

Two other boys who make the regulars mind their pistigions lessons are Kenneth Nunagawa, a halfback and Nibula Honda, an apt pupil in the art of end-play. These two Japanese gridders on the fast and clever McKinley team whose roster boasts of ten nationals, are expected to give a good performance against their bigger and heavier opponents here Saturday.